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reads a chapter of the Psalms before she goes on to do her
perilous turn Blasphemous fellow No, no1 The Psalms
were written for her, to bring her peace and tranquillity,
to soothe her nerve and rest her eye Charles Ricketts
understands—all his letters show it He knows that the
part which the actress plays is a dual part a duet between
herself and the clothes she wears, and that if her clothes
are out of harmony, the result is discord and not
music
I think the happiest time of Ricketts's association with
the theatre was when we were producing Shaw at the
Court In those days, Ricketts was delighted and
inspired by seeing Bernard Shaw at work But the
association between them seemed to end sadly for, while
Ricketts reached the summit of his career in the design-
ing of the scenes and costumes for "St Joan," he also
sufiered disappointment in his admiration for Shaw At
the time when "St Joan" was being produced, Ricketts
and Shannon lived in the Keep of Chilham Castle, in
Kent Within, they made it beautiful and, without,
beneath a far-spreading cedar, they had a peaceful
garden It was the kitchen of Chilham Castle that
Ricketts used in designing the setting of the first scene of
"St Joan "
Ricketts found a changed Shaw in these later years
"He was a sympathetic producer in the old days," he
wrote to me "His little lectures in the wings and
exaggerated renderings of what he wanted were delight-
ful To-day, he only thinks of his points and, I believe,
dislikes good acting and production "
In spite of my devotion to Shaw and my belief in his
genius, I cannot refrain from asking, "Is Ricketts right?"
Ill
Charles Ricketts, Norman Wilkinson, Albert Ruther-
ston, added by their exquisite designs to the pleasure
which every actress, as well as every woman, feels in
dressing-up The changing customs have

